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Recent snowstorms inconvenience students
By John Salerno
Snowstorms on the 26th and 28th
of last month left our area under 12
to ' 14 inches of snow, and despite
school cancellation on the 28th,
many students were inconvenienced by underlying snow and ice last
week.
A problem faced by commuter
students was the ice and remaining
snow on the school parking lots.
Many students braved the poorly
plowed roadways in Union and
Elizabeth only to find no parking
spaces near enough to the buildings
on campus. One freshman commuter student complained that she
"felt unsafe walking from the far end ·
of Vaughn-Eames parking lot to her
classes in Hutchinson Hall:'
Other students who found parking spaces, found themselves boxed in by parked cars left by students
not wishing to park far from their
buildings. The Campus Police
received numerous complaints from
commuters stuck in the parking lots.
A junior commuter student complained that on Tuesday, January 27,
she was "boxed-in until 10:00 p.m."
According to Director of Facilities
and maintenance, Armond Bril-

liante, the parking lots are plowed
by a separate contractor. However,
he noted that resident students who
don't move their cars out of the
Vaughn-E ames parking lot hinder
much of the plowing. ':i\fter Willis
is plowed, the resident students
should park there so the spots in the
Vaughn-Eames lot can be plowed.
Mr. Brilliante also contends that
all of the walkways and roads on
Campus are plowed or shoveled,
and salt is put down where it's
needed. He notes that by 10 p.m.
of the 26th, all of the access roads,
and 90 % of the walks on campus
were done. In fact, he added ,
maintenance workers were shoveling away snow as late as Tuesday,
February 3rd.
Squires captain, Alan Keach, on
the average, two or three people fall
a week when the ground is snow or
ice covered . He does admit,
however that the number was much
higher after the last snowstorm.
"Really, we don't see many major
accidents," he said but sometimes
you do see broken bones on some
people." Mr. Keach also noted that
most of the accidents happen on
paths that are less traveled or

unplowed; when students are taking a short-cut to classes.
"W~ get a lot of people suing the
college," he added. At present, he
estimates that 6 or 7 people are suing Kean College, as some of this
paperwork fo r that comes from the
Squires.
One student who had fallen on
campus on Tuesday said that on that
day there were as many as 8 people who were injured on campus.
"We're really pretty well off.for a
small school;' said Alan Keach,
" they do a good job. You can't plow
everything on campus down to the
asphalt."
"It would be fine if we could
plow all of the roads and paths
down to the asphalt," said Mr.
Brilliante, "but plows can't do that.
I think, though, that we did a better job than many of the surrounding towns and commercial
establishments did ."
By press time, fortunately, an
unusually warm February sun had
removed what snow Kean College's
fleet of three trucks with plows, tractors, bucket loader and six snow
blowers had tried to remove
artificially.

Plans to renovate All1Illni House
By Kim Hemmes
Plans are underway for major
renovations of the Alumni House on
the East Campus. The Alumni
House is used for meetings by the
alumni, and the president's office
presently, but the administration
hopes to put the building -to more
use once it's enlarged .
The plans for the Alumni House
include making the facility itself
larger, to accomodate different function s, tripling the size of the meeting
room, adding a deck in the back of
the house, and enlarging the kitchen facilities to accomodate more
people. At present, the meeting

room in the Alumni House seats
about 28 people, a.::cording to

benefactor. Since .the dedication of
the hou;e to Kean Colleges Alum-

Caroline Jolly, Director of Alumni
Affairs, and the renovations should

ni, their donations have increased
greatly.

The Alumni Association provides
funds for, and maintains the A lu mni House. The alumni have supThe cost of renovations is
ported various functions at Kean
estimated at nearly 110,000 dollars,
College including providing major
not including landscaping and furspeakers, computer purchases and
nishings. 31,000 dollars of this
annual scholarships.
money will come from the Kean
According to M s. Jolly, Food SerCollege Board of Trustees, the
vices has said that they can provide
balance will be picked up by the
food for 100 people with the
Alumni Association .
proposed addition to the kitchen.
Ed Esposito, Treasurer of the
The Alumni Association is still
Alumni Association Executive Board
seeking donations from individual
has made it clear that the Alumni , and corporate sponsors for the
House is an_ important fund rai sin~ Alumni House.
allow it to seat over 100 people for
meeti ngs, receptions and din ners.

Burch Hall is one of two dorms that had been vandalized in
December.

ffigh toll for vandalism
in Rogers and· Burch
alarms in the dorms. "Students are
By Howard F. Wingard
On the last Thursday evening of realizing that it's cold outside, and
the Fall Semester, vandals in Burch they're not tolerating this kind of
Hall and Rogers Hall destroyed over behavior anymore," he said.
It is believed that one group of
1,500 dollars of property. So far, no
suspects have been identified, mak- vandals was responsible for all of
ing the residents of both halls the damage to Burch and Rogers on
responsible for the debt of 1,534 December 22. Smaller acts of vandollars.
dalism are usually punished by adAccording to Housing Director,
ministrative actions or fines, where
Robert Mas low, ceiling tiles were more costly acts such as this one
torn out of the entire third and fifth generally carry more serious
floor corridors of Burch hall and the municipal charges as well.
fifth floor of Rogers Hall, the heat
According to Robert Maslow,
registers on the first, second and· much of the vandalism at the
third floor landings of Burch Hall residence halls is due to guests and
were torn out, and a fi re hose was friends of residents, w ho are visiting
pulled out of it's station on the sixth the dorms.
The case is being investigated by
floor of Rogers causing some
the Campus Police.
flooding.
Mr. Maslow believes tht some of
The housing agreement signed by
the residents ha\lle information
the residents i::;ovides that if there
is no one cha rged with .the van- about the va ndals. " They were proda lism to be held accountable fo r bably very noisy, it's very noisy to
the damages, then the damages are ,tear out all of the ceiling ti les in
taken out of the security deposits three corridors w here residents
left by the resident students in those were;' Maslow said , "someone
must have heard it:'
dorms.
In a letter sent to the homes of
"The idea;' says Robert Maslow,
residents of Burch and Rogers Halls,
" is that if no one is accountable,
everyone is accountable." He also the housing department explained
noted that their hasn't been a rent the nature of the crime and the
increase for resident students in damage. It urged all residents who
three yea rs, and that overall , the had information bout it to contact
amount of vandalism has been the housing office. The Housing Office pledges confidentiality for all
decreasing. He compared this to the
decrease in the number of false fire information they receive.

East Campus
opened after renovation
By Ogaga Oboh

Caroline Jolly, Alumni Director; Ben Wasserman, Alumni President; Ed Esposito, Alumni Treasurer and
House Chairman reviewing expansion plans.

In this
•
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Movie Review/
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Speak
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East Campus is now open after
being closed all of last semester for
the removal of asbestos in the walls
and ceilings of the building. The
total cost of the renovations was
300,000 dollars, all of which was
paid for by State funds.
The building is now open to
students this semester with 15
technology classes, 16 cooperative
education classes, and 5 adult learning classes being sched uled there.
Though the new wing, where the
technology department, library,
athletics department, computer
laboratory, career planning and
placement and the Cooperative
education department remained
open, according to Andrea Abramson , the new director of East Campus, the exercise room was not accessible to students. The estimated
number of students who used the

February
Calendar ..... 10

Comics ........ 14

facilities in the exe rci se room was
1,500 in the Fall semester of 1985.
There are plans for the expansion of
the exercise room, and the purchase
of cardiovascular equipment.
A major renovation of the East
Campus is being planned for the
Summer, when a new sprinkler, and
fire alarm system, will be installed.
Handicapped access will be improved there, space will be created
for a parking lot, and sau nas will be
added to the locker rooms.
" We want to make this a first class
facility for students," said Andrea
Abramson.
The East Campus was purchased
by Kean College in 1982 from
Pingry, where it was used as a
preparatory High School. Originally, th e renovations were only to include a new fire alarm system, but
in the process of installing the
system, asbestos was found , and it
had to be removed .

Athletes of
the Week ..... 16
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What's up at

. Freshman Center

• • •

Are you getting your money's worth?

Greek Cooperative Council
By Gay Lumsden, Director

Greek corner
By Felix Ocejo
The Greek Cooperative Council
welcomes all Greeks, students, and
faculty for the Spring semester. For
those students who do not know
what our organization is, it is the
governing body of all Greek
Organizations on this campus. Just
as Student Organization represents
the full-time students and Council
for Part.:rime students represents the
part-time students, we the Greeks
are represented by our Greek
Cooperative Council. If there are
any problems or any suggestions
from a Greek organization they are
brought up before this council. The
council is represented by the executive board (Members of a Greek
organization), and one representative from every Greek organization
on this campus. The counci ls main
job is to try to help or solve problems that are brought forth to us.
VIie also try to implement ideas from
our body.
. The Greek Cooperative Council
with its committees within try to
establish new goals fo r every year.
Four major projects we have this
semester are pledging, a K.A.O.S.
game, a Greek Retreat, and our annual baby, Greek Olympics.
Our K.A.O.S. game wi ll be held
the latter part of March. K.A.O.S.
stands for Killing As an Organized
Sport. In this game you are given a
packet which includes information
about someone, a plastic gun,
• plastic d;irts, and a death certificate.
The object of the game is to track
down the person with the informa-

Maybe you're not a "Family Ties"
Michael Fox, always thinking about
money and investments. But you
tion you received and shoot them. ARE an investor. In fact, I figure that
The winner is awarded a prize.
you invest roughly $20.00 every
The Greek Retreat will be held in time you attend (or don't attend)
April. In this retreat the Greeks get ONE one-hour-and-fifteen minute
together and find out about one class.
anothers organization . Two
"No way!" you say? Actually,
representatives from every organiza- $20.00 may be a little low. To arrive
tion, the executive board, and our at this "guesstimate" I did some
advisor will go to Linwood- convenient rounding-off. Figure
McDonald for a couple of days of $100.00 for tuition and $25.00 for
getting to know each other.
books for one class. To that, add the
Grek Olympics is around May money you might earn by working
and its the time most Greeks show during time you spend on each
their enthusiasm and support for course. That is, you put in two-andtheir organization. This event will one-half hours of class time each
be held in May and includes about week nd possibly another three20 sports.
and-a-half hours of study time for
This is a brief rundown of some one class. That'-s six hours. If you
of the events we have planned to earn $5.00 an hour at your job,
date. When we get more events you that's $30.00 per class, per week,
will_find out about them through· you could be earning while you're
the Independent by the Greek attending or studying for a class.
Corner.
There are seventeen weeks in the
Rushing will start around mid- Spring semester, so seventeen times
February and end the second week $30.00 is $510.00, plus $125.00 for
into March. Hell Week is March tuition and books. That's $635.00;
16-20. If anyone is interested in a divided by seventeen weeks, it costs
particular fraternity or sorority there $37.35 per week for one class. I
will be a workshop held at the threw in a paltry $2 .65 for lunch
Freshman Center on February 16 at and transportation, rounding the
7:00 p.m. This is w here you can find figure off to $40.00 per week for a
out about fraternities and sororities. three-credit class, or $20.00 per
The following are organizations
pledging this semester: Alpha Kappa Alpha, A lpha Theta Pi, Delta
Sigma Theta, Lambda Theta Alpha,
Lambda Theta Phi, Nu Delta Pi, Nu
Sigma Tau, Omega Phi Psi, Omega
Sigma Pei, Phi Beta Delta, Phi Beta
Sigma, Rho Sigma Chic, Rho Theta
Tau, Sigma Beta Chic, Sigma Theta
By Kris Santos
Chi, and Zeta Delta Pi .

Proclama.ion

February
recruitment -schedule
Each year, from October through May, the Kean College Career
Planning and Placement Office sponsors an On-Campus Recruitment Program primarily for seniors. Representatives from business,
education, government, and graduate schools visit our office to interview students interested in jobs and graduate study.
Al I those interested in signing up for appointments for the February,
1987 schedule may do so beginning January 15, 1987 at the CPP
Office, located in the Main Building of the East Campus. For additional information about the On-Campus Recruitment Program,
please call 527-2040.
Date

Company

Kinney Shoes

02/10/87

M.W. Houck, Inc.

02/11/87
02/12/87

Rahway Board of
Education
Aetna Insurance Co.

02/17/87

M~tropolitan

02/18/87
(tentative
date)

Columbus Mutual
Ins. Co.

02/19/87

First Investors
Corporation

02/24/87

U.S. Marines

02/24/87

K-Mart Apparel

class meeting.
So ARE YOU GETTING YOUR
MONEY'S WORTH? And what IS
your money's worth? In the case of
education, the returns you're looking for are in the growth of your personal portfolio of skills, abilities, interests, intellect, cultural awareness,
and interpersonal sensitivity. In
other words, in what kind of
educated person you will become
and how desirable you will be as a
future employee. You're getting your
money's worth if the classes you
take, and the experiences you have,
develop this portfolio of who you
are.
If your investment in education is
going to pay off, it's because you,
the consumer, and your teacher, the
provider, are each doing his or her
job in managing this investment of
your time, energy, money, and
hope. It might be helpful to think
about what each of you contributed
to this transaction:
YOUR JOB, as a consumer of
education, is to:
• Be sure you know what is required and when
• Communicate with the teacher
about your learning and your
problems
• Ask him or her how you're
doing
• Be in class
• Hand in your assignments
when and how they are required

• Study, review, think about, practice, and apply the cause concepts
so they become part of you
• Seek help and use it when you
need it.
YOUR TEACHER'S JOB, as a provider of education , is to:
• Be qualified (through years of
his or her own education) to teach
the course
• Provide you with a course
syllabus and clear information
about course requirements and
assignments
• Be in class or give you an alternative assignment.
• Present organized, clear, and
accurate information that can be
understood and applied by students
at the level of the specific course
• Give you frequent, prompt, and
helpful feedback through tests and
responses to your assignments
• Be available and willing to talk
with you during regular office hours
or by appointment
• Expect you to be responsible as
an adult- student . and to treat you
with respect due an adult student.
It's your education , it's your investment, and it's your life at stake.
ARE YOU GETTING YOUR
MONEY'S WORTH? If so, keep it
up. If not, come over to the
Freshman Center and let one of us
be your investment counselor.
Maybe we can help you get a better return on your money!

Campus Help Center

Career Planning and Placement

02/05/87

The Freshman Center

Majors

Management Science Fashion retailing preferred .
Seniors and alumni.
Sales representatives. Marketing/Business majors preferred. Company will train .
Mathematics teachers. Certification required .
Any major. Alumni and
Seniors. Will train .
All majors. Seniors and
alumni. Sales representative positions.
SaJ·es Repr.esentatives.

Management Trainees. Business/Liberal Arts majors.
Seniors and alumni.
STUDENT CENTER. 10:00
a.m. to 3:00 p.m. No
appointment necessary.
Supervisors, Jr. Accounfants, Analysts, Financial
positions. Seniors.
Resumes MUST be submitted by 02/13/87.
Accounting majors.

02/25/87
(tentative
date)

Casino Control

02/25/87

Metropolitan Life

Sale Representatives.

02/26/87

AT&T

Computer Science majors
ONLY. June 1987 graduates
ONLY.

As this semester begins, it is easy
to reflect back on all that was accomplished last semester. After the
new director, Cindy Marconi, was
appointed, numerable amounts of
new volunteers recruited showed
that CHC " Hotline" was back in full
swing.
The highlight of the semester was

the 15th ,\nniversary Party held at
Petruzzi's Restaurant which showed all the cohesion till held by old
volunteers to the Hotline fami ly. It
is due to the fact that Hotline has
enriched all the lives which it has
touched, whether it be a volunteer's
or the caller's.
Recognizing the contribution
CHC has made to the community,

Mayor Anthony Russo of Union
County presented a proclamation of
Hotline's continued service. The
Proclamatio n states that Union
County commends CHC for its efforts in helpi ng people in need . it
also adds that CHC is still the official Hotline of the Township of
Union. Hotline wishes to thank all
who have put time and effort into
the program as 'well as the individuals and agencies who utilize
the service.

The Counseling Center

Dear Connie
Dear Connie,

I have used marijuana very
regularly for a few years now..1think
it helps me to be attentive as a student and I find nothing wrong with
it. I can feel .better about myself and
more relaxed with other people.
Why do people find it so objectional that I get high everyday?

more attentive stoned, and as an
adult you need to cut down or stop
getting stoned so you can begin to

develop healthy coping mechanisms and higher self-esteem.
Connie

. . , . . I NDIVIDUAL'S SECURITIES LTD.

~§]■~~

~"1!',

Sto,·lts - Bonds - Options
"/..ont Island's largest Discount Brolter"
Member NYFF., NASD & S/PC

,_

Stoned
Dear Stoned,

Occasional use of marijuana i'S
much different than frequent use.
Frequent use implies that the drug
has become part of the person's
coping mechanisms. For example,
an emotionally healthy adult may
have coping behaviors such as going for a walk when·angry or playing a sport when anxio.us or tense.
But someone who uses a drug
heavi ly, may not develop other copi ng mechanisms. In stead he
substitutes the drug - getting stoned - when angry, hurt, or troubled . He may never grow up
emotionally.
Marijuana also inhibits the
development of self-esteem . It
causes problems in thought processes and communication . As a
student, the ability to follow and
rem ember lessons is impaired.
There is a shortened attention span,
difficulty with abstract reasoning,
loss of interest in day to day activities and irritation with problems.
Therefore, as a student, you are not

20 BROAD HOLLOW ROAD (Route 110)
MELVILLE, NEW YORK 11747

Do You Have What It Takes
To Become A

STOCKBROKER?
• are you MOTIVATED
• are you AMBITIOUS
• are you SELF DIRECTED
• are you GOAL ORIENTED
If You Are ...
Let's Talk!

INDIVIDUAL'S SECURITIES LTD.
Call: Personnel Dept. 800-645-5000
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Speak Out

Nichole Baldwin
What is inte~session?
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How do you feel about the cancellation of intersession?

By A ndy Kossowsky
and John Salerno

Bill Baker
The administration doesn't give a
damn about the students getting extra credits!

-

Trina Robinson
don't think it's a great idea
because we' ll be starting earlier. I
like things the way they are.

Chris Stroz
I don 't really think it matters,
because they don't offer much during intersession .

Michael Buono
It's unfortunate for people who
want to take classes during the
winter semester. It's also unfortunate
for those students who can't take
classes in July and August.

l

Liz Ford
I think it's great because we' ll get
out when all of the other schools
do.

Joan Benedetto
I think it's unfair to the students
because some students can't take a
full load of credits, and so they
make it up in the winter.

Antoinette Fields
think it's a shame because
wanted to take mid-winter classes
this winter. I think that a lot of people need it. We're used to getting
out late in May so why change it?

Linda Horton
It would be better for the seniors
in May, they'll ·be able to get a job
earlier in May instead of waiting until late in May when there are fewer
jobs available.

Nadine Twaddell
I think that the downside is that
students graduating in May who are
shy 3 credits can't rTJake them up.
The good side is that students will
graduate earlier,

Remember the ladies

Part.:f ime Jobs

Fannie
Barrier
Williams

OLE

By Rita Martinez

This is the first in a series of articles about women who have not
been accorded the deserved
recognition their contributions to

E

our society earned. It is brought to
you in conjunction with Black
History Month in February and International Women's History Month
in March by the Women's Resource
Center.

New strategies, a sharper readiness and a renewed commitment to quality distinguish today's Caring Team at Blue Cross and Blue Shield of New Jersey.
We're playing in a competitive arena ; and we're scouting a highly-motivated
backup team to provide administrative support on a PART- TIME basis.
Immediate openings in our Florham Park offices near Livingston Mall await
your sharp math skills, attention to detail, typing and clerical proficiency and
excellent communication and interpersonal skills. Join the Caring Team that
leads the field in health care insurance and enjoy:
■
■
■
■
■

■

Quick CASH! (weekly pay periods}
Flexible Part- Time Hours
Steady Work Schedule
Valuable Business Experience
A Stimulating Professional Environment
Eligible for health benefl.t coverage after one year of service

Bring us your enthusiasm and commitment to excellence and we'll provide the
training and highly competitive salary, This could be your best chance to discover where your future should be!
Please call weekdays between 9 A. M. and 5 PM . - 593- 7461 , 7458, 7459 or 7462
or send resume and cover letter to: EMPLOYMENT, Blue Cross and Blue Shield
of New Jersey, Inc., 15 Vreeland Road , Florham Park , New Jersey 07932 .

·

1

+•

m

~

Blue Cross
Blue Shield
of New.Jersey

carry the caring card

"'
An Equal Opportunity Employer M/F /HIV

·Fannie Barrier William s was a
Black Activist who spent most of
her life fighting for political and sexual equality for Black American
Women . She was a courageous and
outspoken speaker who was not
afraid to discuss issues concerning
, women's sexua lity during the Victori an Era.
Fannie was born in 1855, in
Bro ckport, New York . She
graduated from New England Conservatory of Music. After graduating,
Fannie taught school in the South.
She was the first woman appointed
to the Chicago Library Board and
was one of the few Black members
of the Chicago Woman's Club.
She became well-known when
she addressed the World Columbian Exposi tion in 1aq3_She spoke
openly on the Myth of Black Promiscuity. Her speech focused on the
fact that sexual exploitation of Black
women by white men was so widespread in the South that thousands
of Bl ack women were forced to
leave the South with their daughters.
Thi s message made a place in
history for her, as it was soon
repeated by others throughout the
country.
Fannie Williams believed in the
power of women's organizations to
bring attention to some of the social
evils that existed in her era;
therefore, she encouraged Black
women to form clubs so that they
could collectively focus attention on
the sexual and racial problems that
concerned them. This included,
limited employment opportunities
and segregated housing, which bred
cri me and stifled ambition . Fannie
Barrier Williams helped many
organizations for Black women . She
had· the foresight to address many
of the problems that still exist today
concerni ng racial and sexual equality for Bl ack women . (Adapted from
an article by Elizabeth F. Quick)
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Letters

A winter wonderland?
Several students were injured on campus
due to the snowstorms on th~ 26th and 28th
of last month.
Two weeks later, the snow remains on the
grounds of Kean College. Ice covered
walkways and snow covered stairwells pose
and have posed threats to every individual
that must trudge their way across campus.
The walkway behind the dorms ,leading
to the Vaughn-Eames parking lot was virtually a wonderland for Dorothy Ham i 11.
Stairwells in the Vaughn-Eames and Hutchinson Buildings were scattered with water
and snow that was carried in on the soles
of students feet, resulting in an accident to
a student.
The parking situation, that was already a
problem, was made worse by the snow-fi Iled
spaces. Cars parked in spaces that didn't exist. Making transportation about campus an
impos~ible feat.
There are certain situations that cannot be
avoided when it comes to cleaning up after
a snowstorm. Granted plows cannot get in
between cars and the snow must be plowed somewhere. However, there is no excuse
for the pathways of ice, and stairwells of
snow.
According to Armond Brilliante, Director
of Facilities and Maintenance, 90% of the
access roads and walkways were cleaned up.
What about the remaining 10%? Is it safe
to assume tht less than 100% is enough? Apparently not. This statement cannot compensate for the individual who fell down a
flight of stairs and injured her back.' •
According to Mr. Brilliante salt was also
put down where it was needed. Wasn't it
needed in the walkways between VaughnEames and the dorms, a highly populated
area? Apparently nottonly a few days ago
that area was still covered with sheets of ice.
Luckily for us an unseasonable sun had
showed its mercy by melting away the snow
that wasn't cleared by the school.
Currently six or seven individuals are in
the process of suing the campus for this
reason. Hopefully this will convince those
involved that a safe campus is essential to
all those ·who attend Kean , both for
employees as well as students.
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Just when it couldn't get worse
To the Clean-Up Crew and
Daytime Students:
I want to thank you for making a
normally chaotic parking situation
even worse.
As a part-time night student for
the last six years, I have learned to
arrive 45 minutes early to fight for
a parking place.
Tonight, the first day of class, I
came even earlier so as to park and

get my books before my 7:40 class.
As I turned into an aisle by the
Science Building, I found no aisle,
but cars parked every which way. I
backed out, went further down and
found cars parked in aisles and
parking places used as aisles.
By the gym a woman found a car
had parked in front and behind her,
so she couldn't get out. Three strong
men showed up and picked up one

·•

..

of the cars and moved it.
It is bad enough that I pay a student activity fee and all the activities
are during the day. Not to mention
the 100"/o increase in tuition cost,
yet our Governor advertises that the
lottery is keeping costs down.
Now I can't even park!?!
Give Me a break!
Lynn H. Wyland

Kean College - h~ardous to your health
Dear Editor,
Caution : Kean College campus is
hazardous to your health!
Clean-up from the recent snowfall
was sadly lacking in thoroughness.
Walkways and parking lots were left
in an icy, snowy state, and stairwells
within buildings were soggy
obstacle courses to be tred with extreme care. Many students became

acquainted with Health Services,
the Squ ires Rescue Squad, and
Union Hospital, in that order. I was
one of them, after a bad fall on an
icy walkway resulting in a broken
wrist. A former classmate of mine
was also at the hospital that day. She
fell down the wet, slippery stairs in
Willis Hall, and hurt her back. I
understand there were other who

had similar stories.
I was treated most solicitously by
Health Services, and very efficiently and kindly by the Squires. Unfortunately, the people in charge of the
upkeep of campus walkways and
parking lots did not appear to have
as much consideration for the
welfare of those having business on
campus fast week.
Treena Rowan

A better term of identification
Dear Editor,
On behalf of all the members of
the Kean College Black Student
Union who have become fed up
with latent slave terms like Black
American, Negro American or colored American, we the African
History committee are offering an
alternative to the traditional black
History Month; that alternative is
African History Month. We feel that

this title " African " sets more of an
identifiable cultural basis for socalled black Americans to refer to
because in essence black does not
tell you who you are or where you
came from but what you are supposed to look like and none of us
look black, if we did we would be
invisible.
Being a black American up to
now has seemingly meant just that

- invisibility. Our primal cuture .
has been stripped from us. African
History Committee is attempting to
replace that which is righteously
justifiable by our terms and not
necessarily by those of the Western
right-wing ideology who would
much rather have us call ourselves
an invisible people, a black people!

Allen Moss
Coordinator of
African History Month

Progress demands motivation
Dear Editor,
I welcome you back to classes
hoping that yours was a truly happy holiday season . To be quite frank,
I know niany of you would rather an
extended vacation instead of the
pressures of the classroom. You
return however with the goal of
gaining as much knowledge as you
can from this institution. In these
times of heightened racial ten sions
we are also . corning upon the
cultural celebration of Black
(African) History Month; thu s we
will once again be brought together
by those common ancestral traits
that bind us as a people. The
ri cheness of ou r culture past and
present will be on display in
numerou s communities across thi s
nation and I urge you to attend or
parti cipa te in as many of th ese programs as possi ble. Your Black Student Un ion w ill be posted in the
Stud ent Center and on th e Coll ege
<:;:enter-142 (BSU) office door. Upon
reviewi ng this past semester I realize
that there are several personal issues
th at mu st be dealt w ith and I w ill
make every effort to do so. I al so
know th at many of you reading thi s
letter have not attended a Black Student Union meeti ng of function . As
president of the organization I hope
you understand that ou r organization cannot flourish without you, we
need you and we welcome you .
Please remember that if not for individual s who shed the ir blood for
our progression organization s like
ours, you nor I would be on thi s
campu s. Thu s you and I have a
respon si bility to our parents and to
those who fought and died for ·.us
to have an opportunity to attend in-··
stitutions like thi s around the ·nation . Our meetings are twice monthly in Willis 200 or CC-142 . The exact · dates of generally scheduled
meetings will be posted in your

dorms and in the Student Center. I
hope to see you as often during thi s
month's programming and also at
the upcoming (BSU) meetings in the
future - " welcome."

"Progress Demands Motivation"
Stanley A. Matthews,
President of B.S.U.
Torrie Rumph, Treasurer
Vincent Stallings, Budget Director
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Keen.
- ------------------------on Kean ·
By Manny Cantor

Vanguard for democratic rights is proper role for students everywhere ·
Before we examine the extraordinary developments in China, it is
important to add Mexico to our
round-up of student mass actions.
One night last week some 100,000
students packed the main square in
Mexico City in a march organized
by the Student Council of the National Autonomous University. It
was the Council 's telling response
to the officials who had questioned
' whether the Council really
represented the students. The Mexican Constitution declares that
education is free, but a limited
charge of a few pesos a year is
made at the university, which has
340,000 students. The main demand is for establishment of a
university congress which would
give students a greater voice in
shaping plans for higher fees, tighter
admissions and higher academic
standards. The demonstrations have
been orderly and the police have
not interfered. In 1968 the Mexican
Army ki I led about 400 students
demonstrating on the streets of
Mexico City.
Now to China. the first student
demonstrations took place in ear-·
ly December, in Hefei and Wuhan, '
in the provinces, where some 5000
to 7000 students from five universities took to the streets with slogans

like "No Modernization Without
Democracy." They won agreement
from officials for a voice in choosing student reps to the Provincial
Peoples Congress. Tens of thousands in Shanghai, in street marches
and a sit-in, called for faster and
more far-reaching political reforms
than the government has proposed.
There were slogans like "Give Us
Freedom" and " Long Live
Democracy." Protests against tuition increases and poor living con-·
ditions were prominent. The official
news agencies, finally breaking
their silence, adopted a tolerant attitude. It was "understandable that
college students would be concerned about the restructuring of the
political system and hope to express
their views on these issues."
Official tolerance was short-lived·.
On Dec. 21 the Chinese Government called the student demonstrations "illegal actions" that "will affect social stability and unity." That
very night some 50,000 demonstrated in People's Square in
Shanghai . The nex r day the
Shanghai police banned all student
derr9nstrations without a permit,
making such public protest illegal.
Students in Beijing, quiet before,
now poured into the streets with ·
even more specific demands for ex-

pansion of democratic rights. On
Dec. 27 the city government of
Beijing announced a significant
change in the conduct of municipal
elections. Hereafter there would be
more than one candidate for each
seat instead of a single candidate
selected by the local Communist
Party.
All that week there was a barrage
on television and radio and in the
press decrying and discouraging
student protest. A leading official
claimed "no more than 2 percent,"
or about 40,000 of China's 2
million university students had joined in the protests. Ample contradictory evidence was available in the
press photographs and reports by
correspondents in our U.S. papers.
On New Year's Day, defying the
Government ban, thousands of
Beijing students converged on the
huge Tian An Men square. Slogans
included "Oppose Conservatives
and Reactionaries" and "Support
Deng Xiaoping and the Four
Modernizations."
Deng 's response was bitter
medicine. A front-page editorial in
People's Daily, the official Communist Party paper, with two quotations from Deng, appeared on Jan .
6. That night it was read on television after the 7 o'clock news. Here

was the national leadership, including Deng, attacking the
demonstrations and their demands
as " bourgeois liberalism" and reasserting the primacy of the Communist Party. That Deng himself
took the lead in suppressing the
students was confirmed by
authoritative Chinese sources.
Fang Lizhi, an astrophysicist and
vice-president of the University of
Science and Technology in Hefei,
was dismissed on Jan. 12. he had
become a hero among the students
because of his espousal of the role
of the university as a free-thinking
institution. The university 's president, Guan Weiyan, was removed
for not restraining his subordinate
and for the bad influence nationwide of the hefei activity. In the
next days, Wang Ruowang, a Marxist theorist and prominent Shanghai
writer, and the most influential intellectual , Liu Binyan, were expelled from the Communist Party, as
was Fang.
The real shocker came on Jan. 16
when Hu Yaobang, the head of the
Chinese Communist Party, the
largest in the world, was forced to
resign for " mistakes on major issues
of political principles." The enlarged meeting of the Politburo of the
party's Central Committee allowed
.Hu to retain his position on the five- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - , member Stan.ding Committee, and
his membership in the Central
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Committee, after he made a
self-criticism .
Thus comes to a close, for the
time being, the surge of free discussion, criticism and dissidence
among China's intellectuals and
students. Jia Lin, a philosopher at
the Academy of Social Sciences,
gives a clue what to expect next, in
this quote: "Some people take letting 'one hundred schools contend '
as meaning that Marxism is just one
of the contending schools. This
denies Marxism as the theoretical
basis for guiding our thought. Marxism is not just one school in contention, but is the guiding principle.
Letting one hundred schools contend must be carried out under
Marxist guidance."
China has a population of more
.than one billion . It is a vast country, with tremendous potential.
What happens there is of great moment to the rest of the world . The
Chinese students will make their
voices heard again, as they have so
many times in the past.
Our brief review of student mass
movements of recent weeks
uhderscores an important conclusion . No matter what the system of
government, capitalist, socialist,
communist, reactionary, progressive, students belong in the
vanguard inthe never-ending search
and struggle for democratic social
progress.

:--A-tt-ent-ion-!!!!-!----------

Funded group members

PEQSoNI\LS

On February 27,~8 and March 1st, Student Organization Inc. will be sponsoring a leadership weekend
specifically designed to meet the needs of students involved in funded group activities on campus. The purpose of this weekend is to enable you, the students,
to discuss several programmatic issues pertaining to
funded groups in general. The second purpose of this
event is to allow the students to explore their individual
leadership capabilities.
The cost is only $5.00 per person to help pay for the
cost of transportation. Food, lodging and conference
materials are provided by Student Organization. Currently, only two members from each group may attend.
Fifty spaces are available for the weekend, so first come
first service ~asis will be used. Please return this application to the office of the Communication-Help
Center (CC141) Cindy Marconi-Director by Friday,
February 13th.
MAKE CHECK PAYABLE TO:
STUDENT ORGANIZATION INC.
Please announce this worthwhile event at your next
organizational meeting. Your participation will determine the success of the funded group weekend and
the weekend will help formulate part of the success
of your group.

Funded Group
Leadership Application
February 27, 28, Mar. 1
Name
Address

~ll 1>f~N~lS ~'1t' Sf ffL~V

'Vt.oVE: t-L'l
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Campus Address
Phone ___ funded Group
Have you attended Leadership before?

If yes, where?
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Students try to bar ''creationism'
from college science coursesBy Susan Skorupa
KIRKSVILLE, MO. (CPS)- The
battle about whether to teach " creationi sm" in classrooms - usually
fought in elementary and secondary
schools - has surfaced at N o rthwest Mi ssouri State Uni versity.
A group of NMSU students says
a zoology.professor is pro moting hi s
reli gio us views in th e classroo m by
lecturing about "creation science."
Th e students' p ro te st, some
observers say, c;ould signal the
' beginning of a student backlash
again st creationi sts fi ghting to inelude their theory of the origins of
life in college science classes.
No one knows how many colleges teach "creationism" - the
biblical theory that life was created
abruptly by a supreme being- but
in recent years campuses as diverse
as San Francisco City College,
Michigan State, Iowa State, Baylor,
West Valley College in California,
San Francisco State and Bryan College in Tenn essee have supplemented biology program s with
creationi sm teachings.
" I don't like it," says NMSU
freshman A my Stern . " I am a Chri stian and do go to church, but
religion does n' t play any part •in
zoology."
" I teach w hat I know fo r sure;' he
says. "I believe in micro~voluati o n,
for insta n ce, w hi c h invo l ves
changes in organisms thro ugh
natura l selecti o n."
"But regarding man's o rigi ns,
most (evo lutiona ry) lite rature is
about as close to fal se as possible.
Evolution at the species level , the
lowest level of organism classification, is probabl y poss ible, but the
evidence fo r evolution in the higher
classes is very poor."
Some students now want to stage
a cam pus debate reminiscen t of the
1925 Scopes "Monkey Trial," which
pitte.d Cla~ehce Darrow against
William Jenn ings Bryan in a court
test of whether teaching evolution

was a crime.
Mineo wants to be careful in staging the debate. " Thi s is an extreme' ly sensitive situation involving
freedom of speech , academic .
freedom and cen sorship."
But hi s adamance in keeping
creationi sm out of college classes
isn't un ique.
" Every reputable scientific and
educational association has come
out against teaching creationi sm as
a science," says William Mayer,
biology professor emeritus at the
University of Colorado and former
head of the National Association of
Biology Teachers.
" That's the key. If you 're teaching
it as religion or philosophy, that's
fine. But if you're going to insist one
religion be taught, you must teach
all religions."
Mayer contends no scientific
evidence supports the creation
theory, and that research in the field
is negligible.
" Creationi sm," he complains,
" contends the earth is 10,000 years
old and everything dates from
Noah's Ark. But the preponderance
of evidence in all field s shows the
earth to be billions of yea rs o ld."
Wh i le m any c rea ti o ni sts Kangas amo ng th em - argue the
earth is m uch o lder th an bibl ica l
references m ight indi cate, th ey
claim scientific evidence supports
them .
Indeed, th e U.S. Supreme Court
is now hea rin g a case that, if passed, would req uire state universi ti es
in Louisiana to give equal class time
to creationi sm and evolution .
But some college teachers say that
even if the Supreme Co urt - w hich
is expected to make its ruling in July - makes them, they' ll resist
teachi ng creationis m .
Kangas, however, thi nks perhaps_
neither theory qualifies as a science,
and both should be taught in
phi losophy departments.
"Creation science is not yet real-

Scholarship
announcements
H elene Overby Scholarship Application
Sponsored by the Women's Transportation Seminar (WTS), they
offer a $1000 scholarship to graduates and undergraduates studying fu l l time for ca ree rs in tra nsportation. Ap pli cations ava ilable in
the Financial Aid Office. Dead line is February 15, 1987.
Rutgers Cooperative Extensive of Sussex County
Female reside nts of Sussex Coun ty may ap ly if you are in any
ed ucati onal endeavor - a college course fo r cred it o r no n-credit,
a course in adult schoo l, a hi gh school equi va lency prog ram , nursing course, correspo ndence course or any other educati o nal program . A pplicati o ns ava il abl e in th e Financial A id O ffice. D ead line
is M arch 31, 1987.

Spring
workshops
The Freshman Center in cooperation with other departmeflts has planned some helpful workshops for you this semester. They are all scheduled
at convenient times and Refreshments will be served.

Workshop schedule
Feb. 16
Feb. 25
March
March
March
March

7:00 p.m.
7:00 p.m.
3
10
17
31

1:40
1:40
1:40
1:40

p.m.
p. m.
p.m.
p.m.

&

April 7
Apri1 21

7:00 p.m.
1:40 p.m.
1:40 p.m.
&

7:00 p.m.

Getting Involved
Fi nancial Aid
Information for Paren ts
Financial Aid
Fi nancial Aid
Financial Aid
How to Deal
w ith Stress

Freshman Center
Freshman Cen ter
Library 1st Floor
Wi lli s Hall 100
Freshman Center
Willis Hall 100
Freshman Center

How to Improve your
Study Skill s
Career Planning

Freshman Center L-107

I

L-107
L-107

•

Project CABE
comes to Kean

The Pacific Asian Management
Institute (PAMI) of the U niversity of
Hawai i at Mano will offer several
certificate programs in international
business with an Asia-Pacific focu s
from May 25-Augu st 14, 1987 (two
six-week sess ions for graduates and
undergraduates). Areas of emphasis
are international marketing, internati o na I fin anc ia l m anage m e nt,
multinati o nal bu si ness management, and comparative b usiness
(East and West) . A unique 29-day
Field Study Abroad program will
take students to industrial centes
and companies in Japan, Korea,
Hong Kong, Taiwan, and the Peo-

pie's Republic of China. The program features leading facu lty from
Asia, Europe, and the U.S. and participants are drawn from 22 countries on both sides of the Pacific.
N.H . Paul Chung Awards and Nati o nal Resource Fellowships are
ava ilabl e o n a competiti ve basis.
D eadline for appli cati o ns are Ap ri l
1, 1987 and February 13, 1987,
respectively.

For further information contact:
Coordin ator, Student Program s,
Kean College of New Jersey has
PAMI , Un iversity of Hawaii , CBAbeen awarded $345,192 to train
C202 , 2404 Maile Way, Honolulu ,
some 200 teachers and paraprofesHI 96822 . Phone: (808) 948-7564.
sionals a year for three years in nine
school districts in computerized bilingual instruction and computerized bilingual special education .
Districts include Newa rk ,
Elizabeth, Perth Amboy, Jersey City, Union City, Long Branch, East
Orange, \Vest Orange and Passaic.
The project will get underway in
November with fund s of $115,064
each year from the U.S. Department
of Educati o n.
Topi cs covered in the issue entitlMiddl e Atl anti c states are facing
Dr Mark Lender of Highland a ri se in sea-level that w ill affect ed, " Th e Effect of Sea Level Ri se on
Park, grants director at Kea n Co l- ' beaches, property, navi gation and the Middle Atlantic Coast;' incl ude
lege, said th e proposa l, " Project shellfish accordin g to a Kean Col- Implicati o ns fo r Beach Protectio n,
CABE " (Co mputer and Bilingual
N avigati o n and H arbo r M aintelege of N ew Jersey profess or.
Educatio n) provides fo r graduate
Dr. A . Lee M eyerson of Stanhope, nance, Effect on th e Shell Fish Inand undergraduate trainin g force r- chairperson of the departm ent of d ustry, and Th e Effect of Sea Level
tifi cation in bi li ngual educati o n and
geology and meteorology, said, " re- Rise on a Sho reside Municipality, as
in bi lin gual specific educatio n cen t stu d ies de mo nstrate that we ll as oth er top ics.
techni ques.
M eyerson said th e purpose of th e
mank ind is inadvertently prod ucing
"Project CA BE combines in a a global climatic change w hich may consortiu m conference was to make
single effort two of t he particul ar
lead to a significant sea level rise in people awa re of the rise in sea level
strong points of Kean College - the
and of some possib le ram ifica tions
the next 100 years and beyond ."
advanced use of computers in an
Meyerson is the editor of a of that rise.
The conference was sponsored by
academi c settin g, and extensive ex- volume refl ectin g research papers
perience in work with bilingual
presented las t yea r at a New Jersey the consort ium , th e Environmenta l
educa tion," Lender said .
Marine Science Co nsortium con- Protecti o n Agency, the N ew Jersey
Accordin g to Dr. An a M ari a ference. The volu me is published as Academy of Science, the N ew j ersey
Schuhmann, assistant dean of the fall 198.6 issue of The Bulletin,
Section of the Ame ri can Water
ed ucatio n and an authority on bil- w hich is the pub lication of the New Resources Assoc iation, and the
ingual education, Project CABE wi ll Jersey of Science. Meyerson is New Jersey D epa rtment of enplace great emphasis on the com- academy p resident.
vironmenta l protection.
puter ski ll s necessary to teach
children with limited Engli sh profic;iency (LEP). Ha lf of those to be
trained will be graduate students,
she noted.
According to Schuhmann, of
STOP worrying what to do with your degree
Holmdel, project personnel will
in
Music or Communications .. . LOOK at how the
create new software in Spanish and
INSTITUTE of AUDIO RESEARCH can enhance
English designed to meet the needs
your marketability . .. LISTEN to the opportunity callof the LEP students. She said the maing in the Music and Sound Recording Industry.
jor need is for Hispanic students but
the project also will make an effort
, on behalf of students speaking Portuguese and Creole.
"The grant will address a longstanding need of New Jersey's urban
school districts and will provide one
of the first major opportunities to
assess the uses of computer assisted
instru ction in a bi l ingual settin g,"
she sai d .
She also said, " Th e project will
serve as a model and may be
repli cated by other school d istricts."
" Th e project," Schuhmann said ,
The INSTITUTE of AUDIO RESEARCH, in the
" is part of the continuing program
of Kean College's Center fo r Bi lheart of New York's Greenwich Village, has
ingual Ed ucation, w hi ch has rece ivmodularize d its re n owned MULTI-TRACK
ed considerable previous grant supREC ORDING TECHNOLOGY PROGRAM into
port from Federal and State agencies
two summer sessions.
as well as support from the ColBy the time you get your Degree you will also
lege's School of Education,
have
your INSTITUTE Diploma and entree into the
Technology and Related Profesexciting worlds of Music Recording , Broadcast,
sions."
Audio for Film and Video, Concert and Theater
"With the funding of project
Sound and much, much more.
CABE," Schuhmann noted, "the
Center has emerged a~ one of the
The INSTITUTE Program may also be taken on its
most important sources of bilingual
regular nine-month schedule, starting four times a
training and research activity in the
year. For further information fill out and return the
state of New Jersey."
attached coupon or callThe Center is coordinated by Dr.
(212) 677-7580
Mimi Rosenberg of Brooklyn, assista nt professor in the department of
special education and individ ualizName ____________________
ed serv ices. She will p rov ide
general administrative supervisio n
Address _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
of Proj ect CABE.
City_ __ _ _ _ _ _ State _ _ _ _ Zip _ _ __
Project CABE will be directed by
Dr. Annette Lopez of H ackensack,
_ _ _ _ _ _ College _ __ _ __
Phone (
an associate professor in the department of instruction, curriculum and
admini stration (ICA) . Dr. Jose
Institute of Audio Research
Baldisini of Hackensack, also an
64 University Place, Greenwich Village
assi stant professor of ICA, will coorNew York. NY 10003
Establishe d
dinate the . project's computer
1969
activities.

Kean professor
studies rise in sea level
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ly a science," he says. " It's a
philosophy seeking to do scientific
things. But, on the other hand,
there's real ly no way to prove the
origin of fossils as there's no DNA
found with them."

Announcing the 1987
student Pami program
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Arts and Entertainment
,_ Movie Review: Radio Days
By Sharon MacBride
Radio Days is a reminiscent look
to the past when big bands filled the
airwaves and the radio was the
heartbeat of every household. Written and directed by Woody Allen,
he leads us back to the 1940's and
to childhood in a large, close Jewish
family in Rockaway, which he
claims is roughly autobiographical.
It was a time when young Woody,
our narrator, had one chief goal to own a secret compartment ring,
just liked the Masked Avenger, a
popula r radio figure of the time.

The movie shows the history of
radio through both fact and fi ction.
Besides the Masked Avenger, Allen
mentions the Lone Ranger, the
Shadow, and the Bill Stern sports
show, actual radio favorites of the
time. he also creates several amusing personalities whom the audience intimate knowledge of.
These uptown entertainers frequent
the Stork Club, another Allen creation where the chic meet to eat. The
most amusing of the Stork Club inhabitants is Sally the cigarette girl,
who is just dying to get into radio.
Mia Farrow is wonderful in this

""

Dianne ~ t and Robert Joy in a scene from Woody Allen's comedy,
"RADIO DAYS:'

''On display''
Graham Modern is pleased to
present two one-man exhibitions of
watercolors by Carmen Cicero and
Irving Kriesberg, which opened
Thursday, January 22, and is continuing through Saturday, February
14. Both New York School Figurative Expressionists are well known
for their use of striking imagery and
and vivid, intense color.
Irving Kriesberg (Gallery 1) began
showing in 1952, and was included in the now-famous " Fifteen
Americans" exhibition at the
Museum of Modern Art (which included, among others, Rothko,
Pollock and Baziotes). He cred its
much of the primal color, mysticism
and subdued passion in his work to
a 3-year period he spent studying in
Mexico at the Escuela de Artes
plasticas. On display will be two
separate aggregats of a serial ized
nature, featuring owls and devils,
and " Storyboard ", 24 acrylic paintings, each 14" x 11½ ", done as a
sequential series in 1970-71. The
storyboard is different from, but
relates directly to, Kriesberg 's
16-minute animated film " Out of Into", which premiered at the Guggenheim Museum in 1972. The film
w i ll be shown during this
exhibition.
Kriesberg 's pa intings are in
numerous museum s, including the ·
Mu seum of Modern Art, the
Whitney Museum of American art,
the Corcoran Gallery, Washington,
D.C., the Detroit Institute of Art, St.
Louis Art Museum, Santa Barbara
Mu seum , and the Baltimore
M useum. He has received over a
dozen nati~na l awards, including a
National Endowment for the Arts
award, a Guggenheim Foundation
Memorial Award, a NYSCA CAPS
grant, two Ford Foundation grants,

and a Fulbright Fellowship to India.

Carmen Cicero, (Gallery 2) deals
most often with human subjects. ,
His works have been described by
April Kingsley, in her catalog for the
"Emotional Impact" traveling
Museum exhibition, as "pure
energy . .. they cavort, they tear into
each other, they dance, they kill ...
always filling the canvas with frantic activity." Ronny Cohen, in Artforum, wrote of a recent exhibition
at Graham, " The grand trad ition of
Western symbolic painting lives on
... in the work of Carmen Cicero.
This New York artist offers one of
the freshest figurative visions
around", and David. Shirey, in The
New York Times, said that " (Cicero)
adopts a style that has affirmed itself
in the past, and ... reaffirms it with
his own individuality'~A student of
Robert Motherwell, Cicero first
began exhibiting in 1956, and was
included in the opening exhibition
at the Guggenheim Museum in
1959. He exhibited consistently unti I 1971, when a fire destroyed his
studio (and most of his life's work) .
His next major exhibition in New
York was not until 1984, when he
joined the Graham Modem Gallery.
Cicero's paintings can be seen in
public collections throughout the
U.S. and Europe, including the
Mu seum of Modern Art, th e
Whitney Museum of American Art,
the Guggenheim Museum, Newark
Museum, the Neuberger Museum
at Purchase, NY, the H irshhorn
Museum and Sculpture Garden,
Washington, DC, and the Museum ·
Bayman Van Beuningen in Holland.
He is the recipient of two Guggenheim Museum Fellowships and
two Ford Foundation Purchase
grants.

Lunchtime Theatre Presents

The New Man - Tues., Wed., Thurs.
February 10, 11, 12 - VE-119, 12:30 P.M.
Admission : 5()<

·

comedic role, never providing a dull
moment in her quest for fame.
Aside from fantasy, important
events are chronicled in Radio
Days. Orson Welles' unforgettable
production of H.G . Wells' War of
the Worlds broadcast is included,
as well as the bombing of Pearl Harbor (when Sally the cigarette girl
hears of the attack she asks who
Pearl is) and countless other reports
of World War II, which Americans
crowded by their radios to anxiously
listen to.
The romantic moo<;f of Radio
Days is enhanced by the music of
this age of in nocence. Bing Crosby
and the Andrew sisters grace the
soundtrack along wi th songs like
" Paper Doll", "Marsey Dotes" and
"Sailor's Horn pi pe". (S ure you
kn ow th at one, it's Popeye's th eme
song.)
The importance of radi o is worked into the story line through amusing anecdotes with Woody's every
day adventures (keep your eye out
for the show-and-tel I .scene) and
those of hi s family. Radio shows of
the time, as with present-day television, appealed to the masses.
Everyone in the family had a fcM>rite
program, ranging from the daytime
soaps to all-music programs to the
Masked Avenger and his secret
compartment ring. Direct broadcasts from London kept all abreast
of the latest news from the front in
Europe. Radio kept Am~rica united
during this period of turmoil , and

I feel that the United States has not
seen such a spirit of patriotism and
nationalism since the 1940's.
The cast of characters for Radio
Days includes young Seth Green as
little Woody, Michael Tucker and
Julie Kavner as Mom .and Dad,
Dianne West in her outstanding role
as the husband-seeking Aunt Bee,
Joy N~wman as Cousin Ruthie,
Renee Lippin as Aunt Celia (known
as Aunt ''Cel"), and Josh Mostel as
the ever-fish-consuming uncle.
Cameo appearances are made by
Don Pardo as the announcer for
"Guess That Tune" and by Diane
Keaton as the New Years Eve torch

singer. Actor Danny Aiello (Madonna's father in the "Papa Don't
Preach" video) is also included in
the credits.
You do not need to be a Wood y
Allen fan to enjoy Radio Days. It is
a comedy touched with poignant
moments to form a lasting impression. It is a movie th"at will touch the
older generation with nostalgia and
the younger with insight to the time
period. But do not strain your eyes
in the theatre looking for that
strange, little man with the hornrimmed glasses. Woody Allen 's
genius is entirely behind the camera
for Radio Days.

''Sweet Honey''
A ValenUne's treat
By Barbara Goldblatt
Sweet Honey in the Rock, an
acapella quintet who sing, with
strength and soul, about the experience of women and Blacks, will
perform on February 14 at 8:00 p.m.
in the Wilkins Theatre.
Although rooted in gospel and
spiritual music, "Sweet Honey ain't
nothin' like you ever heard in
church." Their rich, vibrant voices
blend in rhythmic and melodic harmony while addressing racial, sexual and political oppression. Clad
in magnificent African robes, ac-

companied by their resident signe r
for the deaf, Sweet Honey presents
a richly entertain ing and dramati c
show.
Tickets are $4.50 for students,
staff, faculty, senior citizens and
alumni; $8.50 for the general
public. Student discount tickets, in
the mezzanine only, are available
for $2.50. Tickets may be purchased at the Wilkins Theatre Box
Office. This program is sponsored
by the Cultural Arts Programming
Board and The Women's Resource
Center.

500,000 people to enjoy free love
money will be solicited. In fact, any
money sent will be returned.
Names will not be used for a mailing ·list
any type. Lovenotes are,
very simply, free for everyone to
enjoy.
Lovenotes were designed to encourage people to meet and enjoy
What are Lovehotes? They are a
each other. They were "invented "
set of 5 colorful cards good for free
by Paul Hartunian, an autograph
hugs, ki sses, snuggles, intimacies
and rare document dealer from
and introductions. How are they usMontclair, NJ. Hartunian designed
ed? According to Lovenotes creator,
the cards over dinner with a friend,
Paul Hartunian, "the only limitation
six years ago. At that time, he also
to how Lovenotes are used is a perdecided to make them available free
son's imagination. They can be usof charge to anyone who would use
ed by singles or married, men or
them. Over the past six years, Harwomen, young or old. They can be
tunian has given away hundreds of
used by strangers who want to meet,
thousands of Lovenotes.
people who've had an argument
, For the past six years, Lovenotes
and want to make up or people who
have received very favorable
want to add some extra zest to their
coverage from the media. Lovenotes
relationship.
have been covered by the leading
To get a free set of Lovenotes, peo- TV and radio shows, magazines and
ple should simply send a small, self- newspapers (copies of represenaddressed stamped envelope along tative articles are available on rewith a request to: Lovenotes, Box quest). It is because of the generosi1618, Bloomfield, NJ 07003. One set ty of the media that Lovenotes have
of Lovenotes will be sent per self- been a success.
Why is Paul Hartunian spending
addressed, stamped envelope, but
there is no limit to the number of thousands of dollars to give away
Lovenotes? "Whenever I wrote out
envelopes that can be sent.
There is absolutely no "catch" to a check to a charity I got an empty
th is offer. Lovenotes cannot be feeling", he says. "I never felt that
bought at any price. They are free. my money would make much of a
No adverti sing wi ll be sent. No d ifference to the charity. By spenFor the past six years, hundreds of
thousands of little cards called
"Lovenotes" have been given away,
free of charge. This year, the
" Lovenotes give-away" continues,
with a goal of giving away ½ million
to people from around the world.

of

ding the same amount of money on
the Lovenotes, I know the money
makes a difference." To quote from
a letter he received from a Virgin ia
woman, "I'd like to ask if you could ·
possibly send your Lovenotes to my
sister's family . . . This will be her
last Valentine's Day, because she
has terminal cancer. She's only 37,
very brave and would get a kick out
of seeing her husband and children
get the Lovenotes. Sometimes
families need a lot of hugs to get
through tough times." This letter is
an excellent example of why Paul
Hartunian gives away Lovenotes.
Many other letters are available for
inspection.
Lovenotes are free to anyone who
sends a request along with a ·small
self-addressed, stamped envelope.
One set is sent per self-addressed
envelope, but there is no limit to the
number of envelopes that can be
sent. They are available any time of
the year. There is absolutely no
" catch" to this offer. No advertising
is sent, no money is charged and no
funds are solicited. In fact, any
money sent is returned. Paul Hartunian is always willing to provide
any information requested by media
representatives who wish to verify
his background or his offer.
Paul Hartunian is 37 years old and
lives in Montclair, N .).

Black feminism to be discussed
By Barbara Goldblatt
Deborah Gray White, Ph .D., will
discuss the transformati on of Black
fem ini sm in a presentation entitled
"Ar'nt I a Woman?: Black Women
in America" on February 11 at noon
in the Alumni Lounge of Downs
Hall.
Tracing the rise of Black feminism
from the era before the Civil Rights
movement to the present, Dr. White
details the role of Black women in
shaping or culture by dispelling the
myths and misinformation about
her subject but never failing to

reveal the strength and ·beauty in
them.
She notes that " Black women suffer a double oppression : that shared
by all African-American s and that
shared by most women . Every
economic and pol itical index
demonstrates the Black woman's
virtual powerlessness in American
society at large. A consequence of
this double jeopardy and
powerlessness is the Black woman's
invisibility. Much of what is important to Black Americans is not visible to whites, and much of what is
important to women is not visible

to men:'
D r. White has lectured and written exten sively about the role of
Black women in the United States.
She is an Associate Professor of
Hi story at Rutgers University
specializing in women's and AfroAmerican studies. Her book '~r'n't
I a Woman?" explores the position
of Black women in southern plantations prior to the Civil War.
The Kean Community is welcome
to bring their lunch to this program;
dessert and beverage will be served. Jhis program is sponsored by
The Women's Resource Center.
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Europe rolls out red carpet for students
ANAHEIM, Calif., January 12,
1987- Contiki Holidays, the world 's
largest tour operator for people aged 18 to 30s, offers college students
the opportunity to meet and travel
with people in their own age group
and experience an array of special
activites in the new line-up of ':-\11lnclusive" 1987 European tours.
Priced as low as $63 per day, including Pan Am airfare between
U.S. cities and London, accommodations, transportation by deluxe
motorcoach, most meals and
sightsee ing, the tours _include
specia l highl ights such as a seven
night cruise in the South of France
by private boat, a scenic cruise
along the Shannon River in Ireland
and a relaxing stay at Contiki's new
private resorts in Austria and the
island of Corfu .
A unique aspect of Contiki 's European tours is the special accommodations used exclusively by Contiki groups. In addition to regular
tourist hotels, passengers will stay
in a historic private ly-owned
Chateau in Lyon; a castle perched
above the Rhine River, dating from
1245; a hotel perched 7,000 feet
above Lake Lucerne in Switzerland
which is accessible only by the
world 's steepest cog railway or
: cable car; and a Greek Island
schooner. All accommodations have
private facilities and there is no
single supplement chaged for those
traveling alone.
All passengers who ·hook 1987
Contiki Europea n and Britain vacation s can take advantage of a specia l
London bonus program with hotel
and other extras that include: three
nights' accommodations in London,
airport transfer, and a complimentary Pan Am World Pass, w hich
awards 3,000 bonus miles.
Contiki's ':-\II Inclusive" European
tours include round-trip airfare on
pan Am, accommodations, transportation via deluxe motorcoach,
sightseeing tours, many specia l activities, breakfast and dinner daily
with an occasional local meal out,
a Contiki travel bag, pre-tour information and ':-\s Much Fun As You
Can Handle". European tours range
from 14 to 39 days with prices as
low as $63 per day.
Contiki's programs in Europe
include:
• Best of Britain - is a 14 day
tour of England, Scotland and
Wales. Among the activities included are a walking tour of the hi stori c
city of Chester, a visit to the Old
Blacksmith's Shop in the English
Lake district, seeing Edinburgh Cas-

GUADALAJARA
SUMMER
SCHOOL
University of Arizona
offers more than 40
courses: anthropology,
art, art history, bilingual education , folk
music and folk dance,
history, journalism , political science, Spanish
language and literature
and intensive Spanish .
Six-week session.
June 29-August7, 1987.
Fully accredited program . Tuition $480 .
Room and board in
Mexican home $520.
EEO/ AA

Write
Guadalajara
Summer School
Education Bldg., Room 434
University of Arizona
Tucson. AZ 85721
(602) 621 -4729 or
621--4720

tie and going to the town of Bath to
see its Roman baths and original
Pump House. Prices begin at $1178,
or $84 per day, including airfare.

Square in Venice, visiting a cheese
farm and clog maker's home in
Amsterdam. Prices begi n at $1340,
from $74 per day, including airfare.

• Britain & Ireland - In addition
to the highlights of Contiki's Best of
Britain package this newly created
20 day tour takes in the charm and
beauty of Southern Ireland. Along
with guided tours of the Guinness
Brewery and Waterford Crystal factory and kissing the Blarney Stone,
passengers cruise the scenic Lough
Derg, the lake which is fed by the
Shannon River, on Contiki's own
cruiseboats. This program begins at
$1489, a pri ce of as low as $74 per
day, including airfare.

• European Mosaic - is an 18
day program that visits France,
Switzerland, Liechtenstein, West
Germany, Austria, Italy, Vatican City and leaves traverlers off in Athens
for the chance to explore Greece on
their own . Highlights include a
nightlights tour of Paris, gondola
ride along the cana ls of Venice,
walking tour of the Renaissance city of Venice and cruising the
Adriatic en route to Patras in
Greece. Prices begin at $1691, from
$94 per day, incl uding airfare.

• European Discovery - the 18
day tour of France, Switzerland, Italy, Austria, Vatican City, West Germany and Holland that is Contiki's
most popular European package.
Eu ropean Discovery is the perfect
introduction to the beauty and
history of Europe for those with
lim ited vacati on time or w ho wish
to add other Contiki tours to their
itineraries. Activities on this tour include a nightti me tour to the Piazza Navona and Trevi Fountain in
Rome, a waterbus trip to St. Mark's

• Summer Contrasts - This 24
day tour of olland, West Germany,
Austria, Italy, Vatican City, Monaco
and France incl udes the new 7 night
cruise on the Canal du Midi in the
South of France. Other high lights of
the tour incl ude an excursion to the
quai nt fishi ng village of Volendam .
in Holl and, a Venetian glass blowing demonstration, a sightseei ng
tour of Imperial Rome and visiting
a perfume factory in Paris. The tour
price begins at $1688, as little as $70
per day, including airfare.

• European Vista - On this 25
day tour of France, Monaco, Italy,
Vatican City, Austria, West Germany,
Liechtenstein, Switzerla nd and
Holland passengers will experience
wine tasting in France, spending an
exciting evening in a Monte Carlo
casino, taking a cable car or cog
railway ride up Mount Pilatus in
Lucerne to Contiki 's mountain top
hotel. A two day stay at Contiki's
Club Tyrol is also included. prices
begin at $1660, from $66 per day,
including airfare.
• European Panorama - This 32
day tour of France, Monaco, Italy,
. Vatican City, Greece, Austria, West
Germany,
Liechtenstein ,
Switzerland and Holland gives
passengers a chance to stay at both
of Club Contiki's resorts - Club
Corfu and Club Tyrol for two nights
each. Other highlights include a
hydrofoil ride to Isle of Capri, a stay
in a hilltop castle hotel above the
Rhine and bicycle tour of the canals
and w indmills of Amsterdam. Prices
begi n at $2002, from $63 per day,
incl udi ng airfare.
• European Explorer - In addition to spendi ng time at both Cl ub
Corfu and Club Tyrol this 39 day
tour of France, Spain, Monaco, lta-

ly, Vatican City, Austria, West Germany, Liechtenstein, Switzerland,
Holland and Turkey includes a three
day cruise to the Greek Islands of
Mykonos and Rhodes in Greece
and also lands at Kusadasi , Turkey.
Also included in the tour is a
demonstration of Florentine leathercraft, spending an evening in a
typical Bavarian beer hall, and
visiting a diamond factory · in
Amsterdam . The price of this tour
begins at $2574, from $66 per day,
including airfare.
Contiki celebrates its 26th anniversary as the world's leading tour
operator for 18 to 30s, carryi ng
some 50,000 passengers worldwide
on tailor-made programs in Europe,
U.S.A., Australia and New Zealand .
The company is a member of the
prestigious United States Tour
Operators Association and participates in its consumer protection
plan .
Reservations and information are
avai lable by Contik i's special tollfree numbers: (800) 423-3260
(Cont. USA); (800) 522-2699 (Ca lif.
on ly). Further information may be
obtai ned by writing to : Contiki
Holidays, 1432 East Katella Avenue,
Anaheim, Calif. 92805.
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A couple of country singers who 01ake cornball work
By Tim Riley
(CPS)-For singers, country music
is the toughest style to master. The
melodies are no problem, but to invest yourself in unspeakable cornball fantasies about the most ordinary; everyday topics is extraordinarily difficult. In the best country music, there's a tensio·n between
the singers ' sincerity and the
distance they keep from the shmaltz
they wear on their sleeves. They
don't really expect us to swallow all
their hard-luck tales, even though
we expect them to sound credible.
Unlike the blues, where singers
invest so much of themselves that
the listening experience resembles
a sha red confessional, country
singers use the distance from their
material to charm the audience.
When Bob Dylan, the master of
innuendo, sings a line like "you can
have your cake and eat it too" in
" Lay Lady Lay;' he's winking at us.
The words are transparent. We can
hear right through them, but his
delivery forces us to appreciate the
feeling behind the cliche.
A quick list of British approaches
to the style helps explain just how
important country is to rock and
roll.
The Beatles, for instance, sported

a rural cut on nearly every album.
Titles like ' :<\ct Naturally" and
" What Gees On" were given to
Ringo for comic relief. The Rolling
stones put as much into "Country
· Honk" as they did into Robert
Johnson's " Love In Vain ."
On his country album, "Almost
Blue;' Elvis Costello curbs his
typically snarling attacks to emphasize the melodrama of lines like
" I couldn't stop my tears from falling on the courtroom floor." Plainly ironic sentiments like that don't
need any dressing up. Why flatten
the exaggerations?
As words without music, of
course, country songs usually look
bland and two-dimensional. They' ~e
soap operas without qualifying
twang, jokes without punch lines.
So the delivery of the words
becomes all-important. Singers
must impose their personalities on
all the other instruments.
The current country revival is finding able talent in all kinds of settings, from the luminescent harmony of the Judds to the rambling
guitar style of Steve Earle. For me,
two recent country records by TBone Burnett and Dwight Yoakum
epitomize the less-is-more humility that masters like Hank Williams
personified.

T-Bone Burnett, who last year produced Elvis Costello's astonishing
" King of America" album and Peter
Case's album of acoustic rock, sings
songs of heartache and disillusion
with such a lackadaisical air that the
record's low profile becomes part of
its charm.
Costello's " King of America"
mixes musical metaphors. It's i::ountry music used to mock American
values with a compelling sarcasm.
Burnett prefers the plain and simple.
He sings of the love we all spend
too much time grieving about, and
the regrets that overwhelm us
beyond all rational excuses. The
songs on " T-Bone Burnett" won't
shake you up or turn your head inside out or radically alter the way
you look at the world . But give them
a chance, and they'll start to sound
like the nose on the face of your
emotions, the dry jokes that don't
depend so much on their punch
lines.
Most of the settings are simple
and capacious. There's acoustic
guitar with acoustic bass, drum less
rhythms that seem to hang in the air.
To this fragile frame, Burnett adds
a fiddle's delicate yearnings and the
weeping vulnerability of a slide
dobro. When Burnett utters the
elegiac imagery of Tom Waits'

© 1986 Miller Brewing Co., Milwaukee, WI
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THE GIRLISH
RGURE"

" Time," he hesitates only to emphasize: " The wind is making
speeches, and the rain is like a
round of applause:' The song glides
through its refrain toward the final
cadence, slowing to increase its suggestiveness. The effect is softly
tragic.
Dwight Yoakum is more interested in laughing at tragedy than
staring it into the ground. The initial
moment of his first record, " Guitars,
Cadillacs, Etc.," is one of the most
evocative debut lines ~r: "It won't
hurt when I fall down from this bar
stool." Right away you know he's
not going to go mushy on you
without having some fun along the
way. When he finishes the verse
with "even whiskey cannot ease
your hurtin' me;' you want to
believe him even when you know
he's putting one over on himself.
Yoakum chooses the rockabilly
strain of country, the side that tries
to grin at troubles until they bend .
Where Burnett softly acknowledges
the burdens of the heart, Yoakum
sidesteps them in favor of kkking up ·
his heels.
That country music easily accomodates both extremes speaks
well for its adaptability.
It's material that wouldn't do well
in other styles of music. Picture Bar-

bra Streisand singing some of this
stuff, and something pretty tacky
comes to mind. Burnett and Yoakum's artistry with the country form,
though, suspends our disbelief that
corn can be made real.

Music news
By Eric L. Greenberg
The Rock and Roll Hall of Fame
inducted 15 new members at a
Waldorf Astoria Hotel banquet on
January 21. This year's inductees
are : THE COASTER'S (Charlie
Brown), EDDDIE COCHRAN (Summertime Blues), BO DIDDLEY
(Who Do You Love), ARETHA
FRANKLIN (Respect), MARVIN
GAYE (I Heard It Through The
Grapevine), BILL HALEY (Rock
Around The Clock), B.B. KING
(Three O 'Clock blues), CLYDE
McPHATTER (Seven Days), RICKY
NELSON (I 'm Walkin'), ROY ORBISON (Oh, Pretty Woman), CARL
PERKINS (Blue Suede Shoes) ,
SMOKEY ROBINSON (Going To A
Go-Go), BIG JOE TURNER (Flip,
Flop, And Fly), MUDDY WATERS
(I 'm Your Hoochie Coochie Man),
and JACKIE WILSON (Your Love
Keeps Lifting Me Higher And
Higher).
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Classifieds
Help Wanted. Travel field position
immediately available. Good commissions, valuable work experience, travel, and other
benefits. Call Bill Ryan (toll free)
1-800-433-7747 for a complete information mailer.
Adopt. Established professional
husband and wife, well-educated
and financially secure, wish to
adopt white infant (up to 12
months) into loving, secure happy home. Expenses p~id. Call
(201) 236-2860.

$$$ for ride from Roselle Park to
Kean f!!Very day. 8:30-9:00 a.m. (1

Tired, exhausted, experiencing
stre•? Why don't you get away
on a vacation for a 112 hour to 1
hour. Set up an appointment for a
r.ertified, Swedish, sport or toot
massage or purchase a special
gift certificate. Call Steven J. Guttman, C.R.M.T. at 687-4549.
·

way only). Please call Jeanne Major, Coop Ed, a.m . or p.m. 'Typist. Will type any job big or
(8:30-4:30), 527-2357 or 527-2387. · small Tel: 241-6631.
Adoption. We're a happily
married couple (physician/psychologist) who deeply wish to
adopt a newborn . We'd be
sensitive to a child's needs and
can provide a warm, loving home
where a child will flourish. Please
think of us during this difficult
time! Expenses paid. Legal, confidential. Call Ellie and Alan collect (212) 724-7942.

For Sale. 77 Ford Pinto. Only
52,000 miles. 4-speed, excellent
condition . Best offer. 527-0567.
For Sale. 1978 Chevrolet Caprice
Classic. 4 dr., A/C, stereo new
tires, body and mechanicaily excellent, 117,000 mi. Asking $1500.
Call Eddie (201) 344-3279.
Part-time jobs. The Performing
Arts Facilities Office has Box Office and Ushering positions
available for the Spring 1987
semester. Applications are
available at the Box Office,
MondaY,:Thursday 11 a.m.-8 p.m.,
Friday 11 a.m.-3 p.m.

16,278 to chooH from-all subjects

Order Cararog Today will! Visa/MC or COO

NNii sq"q;,~~J;~~ 22
26

Or, rush $2 .00 to : Research Aaalatance
11322 Idaho Ave . #206-SN , Los Angeles , CA 90025
Custom research also available-all levels

TYPING SERVICE
Professional 'Typist
Resumes, Dissertations,
Statistical Tables,
Letters, Theses, Term Papers,
Reasonable Rates.
Call EILEEN 964-1763

I

RllllRCH PAPIRI

Independent Personals

Pregnant? Consider adoption.
We're a happily married professional couple with strong family
values longing to .adopt newborn .
Lots of love, beautiful home.
Bright future guaranteed. Completely legal, expenses covered ,
Call collect Kris & Paul (212)
927-6997.

Conduct market research In Industrial Marketing. Business/
Marketing Major, with a science
aptitude, helpful. Training program
with potential for long-term
employment. Minimum 16 hours
weekly (blocks of 4 hours). (201)
245-3822.

Kean College
of New Jersey
East Campus

Dear American Express, Hope we
have a great semester. D.C. will be
great, Sugar! Love, How ya doin

To Teacher _Brownie, I miss ya! Love,
Your Roomie!

To Jeff C. - No! WON'T HAVE
YOUR BABY! Ask Madonna. Is it Jeff
with _a " C" or a " K?" Love, 2 Cute

Florida Donations will be collected
by the 208 Burch Crew! Every cent
helps!!!

4U

1

Bernie, Leave your cliches on the
plane, or check them at the door.
Rosalita?!? Never heard of it.
Anti-Bruce
Dunde, Wang Chung's " Let's Go"
speaks for me. But it's not possible.
Not now, anyway. Miss you, foxy.
Shy Aussie
Prince, You 're looking hotter than
ever but, I'm boiling you knc,.,v who!
Dear Irene, Will the Palladium ever
be the same? Or will Greg and Bobby? Same time next year!! Happy
Birthday ... Love Ya, Eva
"I" - Next time we double make sure Tommy brings the Riv &
not the Vettel! Love, E

Col, j'aurais toujours Faim de toi. Je
pense que je t'adore. Nick

To The Re-Runners, Marianne vs.
Ginger, Greg & Marcia - INCEST?
Seatbelt, Robin! Tracy's at Tamborine University. Freddy lives!
FILLMORE JUNIOR HIGH! Jeff and
Jayne
Jayne, Did you get your gonads for
Christmas? And if you did, would
you know what to do with them?
Member of the Lounge Crew
To Dougall Hall Residents:
Welcome back - you were missed !
Lots of luck thi s semester - enjoy
yourselves! Love, Tony, Kim,
Theresa, Chris, Eugene, John

Minday, We are going to ace these
two classes ... right?
Dave: " There's a rat in my kitchen
what am I gonna do?" Buddy
Be Fri, Is Florida sounding good
about nc,.,v? Well, maybe you ' ll settle for Canada. How's about a
mounty! Stand by me! Love, St. Ends
Rod & Dave, Next time we get the
middle and you guys can hang off
the frame. Love Ya, Your Waterbed
Buddies .
To All The Sisters of Nu Theta Chi
WELCOME BACK. Spring
semester w ill be the best ever. Good
. luck in classes. Love and Roses, Sue
and Kathie
Hey Guys, Next time let's use fresh
strawberri es instead of frozen ,
they' re more fun. Love, Guess Who?

Yes, the sun may rise and set on Rob
but, the world revolve:; around Da1.e
and me.

Liz and Angela: 'Allo, :,\llo! Guess
who?
To All STM Londoners: I had the
time of my life! Thanks for being a
part of it and making it such an intere sting experience! Lets get
together real soon! Love, Kim

Eva & Lisa, Jump on any speakers
lately? YOU WILD WOMEN! (or
should I say Joanne & Sophia)
Thanks for the good times. Love,
Angie (oops) "I"

Scotty Blue: "Can we talk? Girl ...
it's phenomenal ... take my watch
- please! We'll talk, and talk,.and
talk ..." Scotty Red

Kissyfur: It's good to be back to normall Normal? Who's normal? I'll
always love you! Love, Abnormal

Aderonke: Are you sleeping with
your shades on? Thanks for being
such a "cool" roomie! Love, Kim

The Independent Personals are 25 cents. All personals must be filled
out on proper forms located in the Independent Bulletin Board in
CC-119. Accompanied with 25 cents per personal in the envelopes provided, they should be slipped under the managing editors door. They
should not be placed anywhere else but specified above to prevent theft.
No personals will be printed without a fee. Personals must be accompnaied with your true name and a place you may be reached in
the event of a refund. Your real name will be confidential. Personals
must not exceed 35 words.
The Independent will refuse to run Personals that specifically name
any individual(s) or group(s) in a derogatory fashion. The paper disavows
personals that do not specifically name individuals or groups, and
disclaims any responsibility for whatever inferences readers make.

Independent
Presents The
Valentine
Panty Sale
Get Your Valentine
Something Original

And
Lasting.

Orders Will Be Taken
In The Independent
Of Between

Feb. 6th thru Feb. 12th
To Be Delivered
On Campus Or
Picked Up On
Thursday, February 12th
Various sizes
& colors available

Shuttle Bus
Will Begin
.January 26th
The East Campus Shuttle Service will begin on Monday, January 26th. The shuttle will run continuously from
10:00 a.m. until 9:00 p.m., Monday through Thursday and
10:00 a.m. until 6:00 p.m. on Fridays. Below is a sample
schedule for each hor with the location of shuttle stops:
10:00 a.m.-Visitor's Circle Administration
10:05 a.m.-T.P.A. Circle
10:12 a.m.-East Campus
10:20 a.m.-Visitor's Circle Administration
10:25 a.m. -.. T.P.A. Circle ·
10:32 a.m.-East Campus
10:40 a.m.-Visitor's Circle Administration
10:45 a.m.-T.P.A. Circle
10:52 a.m.-East Campus
11:00 a.m.-Visitor's Circle Administration

Building

Saturday, February 14, 1987
WILKINS THEATRE, KEAN COLLEGE
Box Office 527-2337
$4.50 Students - Staff - Faculty - Senior Citizens - ~.lumni
$8.50 Public
$2.50 Kean Students - Mezzanine only
Group Dlacounu Avallable . The performance wlll be algned for th• deaf.

Building

Willwi, Tlleatro i1 equipped wit~ a Willia■• Soud Syal•• for t~• ~tariq i■pairtd,
w~ic~
be roatod for $.SO.

••J

Sponaored by the Cultural Arte Pro•ram Board and TIie Wo••n•• Center .

Building

Building

*Note-The above schedule is subject to traffic and road
conditions. The last run of the day, scheduled to leave the
East Campus at 8:52 p.m. will stop in the Vaughn-Eames
Parking Lot instead of the T.P.A. Circle_.

Attention All
Recognized Student Groups
Office space applications are now being accepted for Student Offices in your East Campus. For further information contact the Administrative Offices in East Campus, Rm. 101 or call 527-3017.
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Announcements
Graduate Merit Scholarship

24 Hour Service
For
Graduate Students
The Office of Graduate
Studies (T-106) is pleased to
announce
that
phone
messages are now recorded
when the Office is not open
during
evenings
and
weekends, and return calls are
made on the next available
working day. This new service
continues our policy of providing prompt advisement and
assistance to our graduate
students. Telephone 527-2018.

Volunteer Area CoordinatorMiddlesex County. Qualifications: Energetic, enthusiastic individual. Special Olympics experience not required, will train.
Duties: Responsible for coordinating all aspects of Special
Olympics program in respective
counties. Contact Tom Waite at
(201) 562-1500.

New
Student
Committee

ALL
NEWCOMERS
WELCOME!!
REFRESHMENTS
WILL BE SERVED

----------'----------......-1

r-eb. 6th and 20th
March 6th and 20th
April 3rd and 17th
May 1st and 15th

A.II of these council meetings will
take place promptly at 3:00 p.ml!!I
We will all meet in the Alumni

Lounge, all are expected to attend.

Ho.vever, if for some reason you are
unable to attend, please present
written reason for your absence to
the Secretary's office 24 hours
before the meeting.
Thank you and welcome back,
everyone! Good luck with your
Spring semester!!

Budgets have been available in
the Student Organization Office
since January 27, and all
budgets are to be submitted to the
Student ·Organization Office no _
later
than February 10 at 5:00 p.m.
There is also the budget heating in
DR Ill at Downes Hall
on February 17 at 1:40 p. m.

Qualifications:

There wi II be a
NSC Meeting
on February 17th
at 3:00 p.m. in the
Freshman Center

Council dates for
the Spring semester

Attention Funded Groups

This scholarship is sponsored by
the Executive women of NJ and is
available to women in graduate
studies.
• Female matriculated graduate
students who have completed at
least six credits at the time of their
nominations;
• New Jersey residents or
students at a New Jersey college or
university;
• In full-time employment;
• Carrying a minimum of six
credits per term which are in fulfillment of the requirements of the intended degree;
Scholarships are awarded upon
satisfactory academic performance,
financial need and other criteria as
stated above. The scholarship may
be used for tuition, fees, books and
personal expenses.
Selections are made by the
Scholarship Committee of the Executive Women of New Jersey, Inc.
Six copies of each application must
be submitted by the college or
university Office of Student Financial Aid by March 13, 1987. Awards
will be announced by April, 1987.
*-Applications are available in the
Financial Aid Office.

Writing Center
Hours
Spring 1987
February-May Mon. thru Thurs. 11 a.m.-3 p.m.
Mon. & Wed. Evenings 5 p.m.-7 p.m.
Tues. & Thurs. Evenings 6 p.m.-8 p.m.
325 Thompson Library
Phone: 527-2640

NJ Congressional Teacher
Scholarship Program
A state administered program
funded by the federal government
to encourage pursuit of teaching
careers. Sixty (60) students will be
awarded scholarships/loans ·of up to
$5000. NJ undergraduates only. Applications available in the Financial
Aid Office.

......... _........ ...

Deadline is F-ebruary 15, 1987.

1---------------------

t------------4

.......

........ .......... 1 .........

,.

n■.1:40 ..... (Cellt■

...,

Gay People at Kean
Welcome you back for a fun-filled term
of lectures, meetings, parties, rap sessions,
and educational trips. For further
information on any of the above, or if you
want to be a new member: Please call
Michael at 527-3131 or 527-3114.

Wllerr.lJOI
,.,...... It .... c..tryn

□ BLACK FILM FESTIVAL □
Sponeored by the Caltaral Art• Programming Board,
and Black Stadent Union
~
·
AT THE LITTLE THEATRE

f'f.f_\.-

New
Student Committee
There will be a NSC Meeting on ·
February 17th at 3:00 p.m. in
The Freshman Center
'
ALL NEWCOMES WELCOME!!
REFRESHMENTS WILL BE SERVED

February J 2tla
1987

NOON and

s:oo PIii

...,_Tlluredey

ebroarY

t981

ooN aa

Want to be up
on all the New Music?
Want to meet
interesting people?
Join the Kean College
Radio Station, WKNJ!
You can become an
on-air disc jockey!
Come to Downs Hall on

Sunday, February 8th ·
February 24tla
1987

NOON and
...._Tu••d•?= 3

o

PIii

at 7:30 P.M.
You can also visit
our studios on the
third floor of Dougall Hall:

WKNJ 90.3

FM
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Comics . ...- - - - - ~ - - - - - - - - CLIFF'S CREW
CU FF'5

CREW PRE5EJIT5:

By Vince Jones
OFF /J()TY. T/1£ PLEA51/f£ SEE):'/$ j}!):]

· CKIC/Q:.TT<f5tl.8B5 COOL5 OtJT
1
AT )10//E WATQ/l¥G.. .

: YfA}I.. TJJ/5 JS BA5EJ> O/J JI/S XJJ.I) A!.N/f,1. ·
TJl/5 YIPE:O I/AS hO PJAL{¼IJ;AI(}) /!5/lJ/..
I W/511 ~ Cl1JLI) PtJ .:xJ!,JETJll){b L/K£ - -·

Wfl.L •. ~ C(j)LD PWLIAPE A CEKWN
CJfATOR l() J,/AlE 7YtJ5 Fhn16Y Tkt/£.

/WJl . PMl 7J/dt);}IJJ"..P/Jft flfJIIJISH
EVIL l/l()t¼/l!s. _.

/)Ot, J0/1/f;JO/;s

'JJFAKiBhef~ II?

ON }-I.BO? l!{TERE5f}Yb. _

IN _ 5 TEREO. ,.
~

(Re5JJENT5

OF

TIEifA

[)fl

fUE60 OJVLY . .)
I

~y TIINEP /0£ O'/C/ETJS PARK
FIEIIPl5j EYIL 'llf»;i/ff,.)NP ~
/tJ.55/Bl/ff tJF I> Hl/5K. J//JXi,J?!?

By Chip Powell

J

0
N
E

s

ALTERED STATES

By Patrick Ochs

If You Have
A Sense Of Humor
And You Can Draw
Submit Your Comics To
The Independent.
Ask For Vince.

A staff meeting at a
wizard convention. ·

"For some reason I knew this wouldn't work

out:'

-
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Intramural and recreational sports
Spring 1987
ENTRY
DEADLINE

SPORT

ORGANIZATIONAL
MEETING

&

Basketball
Febru?try 2
Indoor Co-Rec Soccer
February 2
Three-on-Three Bas-ketball
February 17
March 10
Volleyball
tlarch 17
Co-Rec Softball
Aoril 7
Tennis (Doubles)
Sign up for the above activities in the Main Office of the Department of Intrarnural ~Recreational
Sports, East Campus, Room 122. Sign up as an individual player or pick up an entry form for
a team entry. All entries are due on the entry deadline date indicated above or at the
organizational meeting. A $10.00 forfeit fee must be submitted to . the Main Office by the
Friday before'the play begins for Volleyball and Co-Rec Softball. • Please bring completed
e~try form when submitting forfeit fee.
All individuals or team managers/captains must attend the organizational meetings. Failure
to attend a meeting will result in the individual or team not being scheduled for play.
Organizational meetings will take place during College_ Hour (1:40 - 2:55 pm) in Room D-125,
D'Angola Gymnasium.
All activities have separate men's and women's leagues, unless designated as co-rec.
DEPARTMENT OF INTRAMURAL-RECREATIONAL SPORTS
EAST CAMPUS, ROOM 122, 527-2229
D-104, D'ANGOLA GYM, 527-2002

l.D. policy for using
recreational facilities
1. Anyone wishing to use any of
the recreational facilities of the college must present a current Kean
College I.D. carc:I. ANYONE NOT
HAVING PROPER 1.D. WILL NOT
BE PERMITTED TO USE THE
FACILITIES.
2. The following items ae not acceptable forms of identification and
may not be presented in lieu of
Kean College I.D.: a) meal cards, b)
library cards, c) dorm keys, d) class
schedules, e) receipts.
3. Any student who does not have
an I.D. should go to the Business
Office, (3rd Floor, Administration
Building). Replacement I.D:s are
issued between 9:oo-a.m. to 5:00
p.m. Monday-Friday.
4. If you are a first semester
freshman or a transfer student, you
may not be able to get an I.D. from
the Business Office. Make an appointment with the Assistant Director of Intramural-Recreational Sports
so a temporary I.D. can be issued.
Bring your schedule and another

Indoor soccer
Anyone interested in playing indoor soccer should come to the East
Campus gym on Tuesday evenings
at 7:00 p.m. There will be games
played all evening including men
only, women only and co-rec. For
mere information, call the Department of Intramural-Recreational
Sports at 527-2002.

NOTICE
The D' Angola
Swimming Pool
will° be closed
on Wednesday,
February 11 , 1987
from

6:00-9:30 p.m.
due to a
special event.

form of identification.
5. Faculty/Staff members who
have not yet received an I.D. should
contact the Assistant Director of
Intramural-Recreational Sports to
receive a temporary I.D. Permanent
I.D:s can be obtained from the Personnel Office, by appointment only.
6. Members of the Kean College
Alumni Association are entitled to
use of the recreational facilities of
the college. Alumni Association
cards may be obtained through the
Alumni Association Office located
in Townsend Hall, Room 114, Phone
527-2527.
7. Senior Citizens who are enrolled in courses through the Adult
Learning Center are entitled to use
the recreational facilities. The Adult
Learning Center is located in the Administration Building, 2nd Floor,
Phone 527-2213.
8. If you do not have a valid I.D.,
you will not be allowed into the
facilities. If you refuse to leave, your
name and social security number

will be taken. Campus Police wil be
summoned, if necessary, to escort
you from the facilities and a formal
complaint will be filed against you.
Also, this action will result in a loss
of use of the facilities for one to two
weeks. Privileges can only be
reinstated following a meeting with
the Assistant Director of IntramuralRecreational Sports.
..The necessity for this policy is
the result of several persons outside
the college community (students,
faculty/staff, alumni, or senior
citizens) using the facilities. By
strictly enforcing this policy, you the
facility user, are protected against
overcrowding caused by outsiders.
Also the college liability insurance
only covers members of the college
community. The college cannot
assume responsibility in the case of
injury for those outside of the college::""'
Thank you for your cooperation
by bringing your Kean College I.D.
card with you at all times.

The Intramural-Recreational Sports
Office is located in the
D~ngola Gym, Room 104, 527-2002.
Stop by and pick up information
on recreational activities
offered this semester.
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_SP.Orts
A memorable night at the Spectrum
By Mark Malinowski
Last Thursday night I enjoyed an
unforgettable evening in the
Philadelphia Spectrum, as I observed, for the first time in person,
the Philadelphia Flyers in action as
a member of the hockey press. I was
the thankful recipient of such media
privileges as access to the luxurious
and food stocked press lounge, a
comfortable seat with notable company in the broadcast booth, and
access after the .game to the Flyers
dressing room and coaches interview room .
Upon my arrival at the Spectrum
I was astounded by the extreme
friendliness in which the Spectrum
people treated me. Surrounded by
such recognizable hockey faces as
Flyers assistant coaches Paul
Holmgren, Bill Barber and EJ
McGuire, Pittsburgh Penguin GM
Eddie Johnston and Coach Bob
Berry as wel I as Flyer GM Bob
Clarke at the pre-game meal of fried
chicken, corn and tossed salad, I
was naturally a bit wide-eyed.
·However, my nervousness soon
eroded as I engaged in some good
ole hockey talk with a writer who
was currently writing an article on
the Flyers for Sport Magazine, the
Pittsburgh Penguins ·'Radio an-

nouncer and a very friendly priest
who has been traveling with the
Flyers for nearly twenty years.
Among the duties of thi s priest is the
very specia l ritual he. shares with
Flyer center peter Zezel. Before
every game following the pregame
skate, Zezel, while heading off to
the "lockerroom for the final strategy,
gives the holy father an affectionate
high five. Not once in his three years
as a Flyer has Zezel missed thi s
ritual.

Gift certificate
ouP showing
to g~ost spirit

Free Throw Contest
preliminary rounds
~:30-5:30 p.m.
Prizes to Winners

My broadcast booth seat enabled
me a clear, overhead view of the ice
and the frantic sellout crowd as well
as a TV monitor so I could observe
the decisive repl ays. Among the
frantically vocal 17, all fans I noticed many sporting specially made
Zezel, Poulin, Tocchet, Howe and
Propp jerseys and I was shocked
Men's Basketball vs. Trenton 6:00 p.m.
when a Flyer goal was scored, how
Women's Basketball vs. Trenton 8:00 p.m .
the Spectrum erupted into absolute
pandemonium. The actual FlyersPenguins matchup turned out to be
a highly intense, yet typical Flyers
M y excitement reached new effort. Along with the slick scorin g
heights as I made my way to the plays by Murray Craven, Rick TocNo Noisemakers or confetti, please. Conference rul es.
broadcast booth, my seat for the chet, Dave Poulin and 19-year-old
rookie Glen Seabrooke, who notch- t-:-- - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - game. The cozy broadcast booth,
which has a 20 seat capacity, is ed his first NHL goal since being
located above the third level of the summoned from hi s junior team in
Spectrum. In the booth I was quite Peterborough, Ontario, there were
surprised by the kind hospitality the usual roughhousing tactics. ' Union, NJ-McKinley Boston,
Boston's teammates on the Giants
displayed by the steward, Al Ker- 6'5'; 210 lb. Dave Brown, playing
included Carl "Spider" Lockhart,
former defensive end for the Giants,
shaw. He mentioned a few historic his first game in 22 days, was eager
Fran Tarkenton, Homer Jones and
has been appointed athletic direcFlyer tidbits of information and gave to mix it up with someone and was
Bob Tucker. They played under
tor at Kean College effective Jan. 5.
me a rundown on the structure of soon accpmodated by f~isty
Boston was director of recreation
coach Allie Sherman . Boston also
the Spectrum. Kershaw seated me Penguin RW Dan Frawley. Rick Tocplayed with the Vancouver Lions in
and assistant football coach at
next to himself and to my right was · chet instigated a fight with Frawley
the C~ .,adian Football League for
Montclair State College which he
none other than perhaps the as did Flyer rookie RW Scott joined in 1972.
two years before a knee injury endgreatest modern day play by play Mellanby with Craig Simpson .
Other changes in Kean athletics
ed his playing career.
hockey announcer, Gene Hart. Hart,
Despite the absence of the services include the resignation in
Boston returned to New Jersey
who is well known for his clear, of Brian Propp, Mark Howe, Ron Sutwhere he completed a bachelor of
December of Jim Hazlett after seven
smooth and distinctive delivery has ter, Ilka Sinisalo and Daryl Stanley
arts degree and received a master's
years as head football coach. He
been doing Flyer broadcasts since the Flyers still edged the gritty Pens, will continue as assistant ath letic
degree in physical education at
5-3.
Philly's NHL expansion in 1967.
Montclair. He is a doctoral candirector and as baseball coach. No
didate in recreation and sports adone has been named head football
ministration at New York University.
coach.
Boston is married to Magellia
Boston was a member of the 1968
McIntyre, a teacher in the Newark
and 1969 Giants. A 6'2, 235-pound
native of North Carolina, Bostoh
school system. They reside in East
made All-American at the University
Orange, and have a son, Lance and
of Minnesota after the 1967 season.
a daughter, Kimberly.
13 rebounds. Norris is currently 64-72 final score, after losing 24-39 1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- averaging 14 points per game. Jill at the half. Coach Rich Wilson said,
Demark (jr., Springfield) contributed
"A ballgame can't be won if a team
15 points and 4 assists and 4 steals
is not ready to play from the very
to the Kean win . And co-captains beginning. To play 'catch-up' with
Torrie Rumph (sr., Trenton) and a team as talented as E-town is too
Alicia E;riffin (sr., Roselle) were also risky." Kean has never beaten
in cfouble figures for the Cougars.
Elizabethtown on their court.
Rumph had 14 points and Griffin 13
Griffin led the Cougar's second
points.
Against Elizabethtown (13-0) Kean half effort with a 20 point, 8 assist
came up on the short end of the performance.

GREEK NIGHT
At D'Angola Gymnasium
February 6th, Friday

FREE Painters Hat To Any
.Greek Wearing His/Her Letters.

New athlete director

Kean women's basketball
15-2 overall, still undefeated in conference
Union, NJ - The Kean College
women's basketball team rounded
out the week with a 15-2 record .
Defeating Montclair 80-51 upped
the team's record to 8-0 in the New
Jersey Athletic Conference, after losing to Elizabethtown 64-72 ended
Kean's 12 game winning streak.
In the contest between Kean and
Montclair Wendy Norri s (so.,
Englewood) came off the bench to
lead the Cougars with 19 points and

Men Te·nnis
Players
Wanted

Dasti named Kean College male athlete of the week
Union, N .J. -Joe Dasti (so., Livingston) currently boasts an impressive 20-5 record for the 15-6
Kean College wrestling squad. The

118-pounder has lost only twice at
that weight and is one of the major
contributors to Kean's current 2nd
place standing in the New Jersey

Conference.
Dasti and teammates travel to the
Metropolitan Conference Championships on February 13 and 14 at
New York University.

Demark named Kean College
female athlete of the week
Union, N.j.-Jill Demark (jr.,
Springfield), the feisty point guard
on the 15-2 women's basketball
team is the fema le athlete of the
week. In the only game the
Cougar's played last week Demark
scored 15 points in an 80-51 defeat
of Montclair.
She also contributed 4 assists and
4 steals to the Conference wi n, giving the New Jersey Athletic Confere nce leaders a perfect 8-0 conference mark. Demark is averaging
6.5 points per game.
·

Football Meeting
For 1986 Players
And Other
Interested
Candidates
Monday,
February 9th,
3:30 in Room
D'ft.ngola 125

Call 527-2435
Tony Ochrim~nto
Or Stop At
Athletic .Office,
East Campus

Bi-Annual
Sweat Suit Sale
February
5th and 6th
in the
Student Center
Men's, Women's & Youth Sizes

50o/o Savings
Winning Ways, Main Event,
Wilson, MacGregor

